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Sysmex Managed Services

True Partnership,
Real Choice
Sysmex UK has a long history of providing Managed Service contracts to the
UK and Irish Healthcare markets since their introduction into the Pathology
sector. Through our experience working as a partner supplier to primary
contractors in over 100 contracts, or by taking on the role of the primary
contractor, we have developed a strong pedigree in managed service contract
provision. This experience has allowed Sysmex UK to develop a deep rooted
understanding of the direction of travel for future managed service contracts
and the real requirement of 21st century pathology services.
Sysmex UK understands that when hospitals
go to market for a pathology managed service
contract provider, they are not simply looking for
a supplier, they are seeking a partner. A partner
that will help them to deliver the best possible
pathology service to their users. A partner that
will be flexible and understanding to support
them through the changing demands placed
upon them. A partner that will give them the
freedom to choose the services they think are
best for their users.

Sysmex Managed Services are designed around
these exact needs of the modern pathology
service. True Partnership and Real Choice are
the foundations upon which Sysmex Managed
Services are built.

The Sysmex Managed Service provides true
partnership and real choice through its five
key elements:
n

Core Services

n

Laboratory Service Design

n

Business Management Services

n

Laboratory Consultancy Services

n

Business Expansion Services

Core
Services
Our core service provision ensures your service is fully managed.
Included within this element of the Sysmex Managed Service are:

Order Management
■
■
■

Dedicated ordering service
End to end order management
Partner supplier order management

Helpdesk
■
■
■

24/7 Helpdesk
Customer specific phone number
Service web portal

Training Management
n
n
n

Training academy for all partner suppliers
Training academy web portal
CPD accredited

Account Management
■
■
■

Dedicated account management resource
Contract performance monitoring
Rapid issue handling

Partner Supplier Management
n
n
n

Contract compliance
Issue resolution
Service development

Asset Management
n
n
n

Comprehensive indemnity insurance
Equipment database
Asset performance reporting

Invoice Management
n
n
n

One invoice for all partner suppliers
Flexible invoicing options
Invoice support

Performance reporting
n
n
n

Monthly – Quarterly - Annually
Customised reports
Partner supplier involvement
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Laboratory
Service Design
Laboratory Service Design is where true partnership starts with Sysmex UK.
Technology Choice
Our approach to Managed Services is a vendor
independent approach where customer
preferences are respected and listened to.
During the pre-tender phase, we work with
our customers to gain knowledge of needs and
preferences in every department so that the
solution proposed reflects a true understanding
of the requirements of the pathology service. This
approach gives the customer the opportunity to
design their service in line with their needs.

Laboratory Design
We work with our customers to design
the future shape of their laboratory. This design

work includes the possible introduction of
state of the art GLP Systems Total Laboratory
Automation Technology based on learnings
from laboratory workflow analysis conducted by
Sysmex UK LEAN/6-Sigma trained specialists.
Sysmex UK IT Specialists consult over the design
of a universal middleware which provides a point
of commonality for result management across
the entire laboratory.

Ex-Laboratory Services
Our approach to Laboratory Service Design also
includes operations outside of the laboratory.
This includes consultancy over logistics including
sample transport in primary and secondary care,
product deliveries and also waste removal. Advice
on service modelling and payment mechanisms
is also available to potential customers to ensure
they are aware of all possible options.

Business
Management Services
Working in partnership to deliver a best in class service.
Project Management

Inventory Management

We provide a dedicated PRINCE® qualified
Project Manager to all Sysmex Managed Services
projects. This ensures detailed management of the
implementation of all elements of services, from
contract award to go live.

To assist with the day to day management of
reagent and consumable stock, we can provide
a fully open electronic inventory management
system. This GS1 compliant system, which is
extremely simple to use and customisable to the
needs of each customer, can be used to managed
all reagent and consumable inventory ensuring
that appropriate stock levels are maintained at all
times.

Service Analysis
Our Account Managers provide detailed service
analysis support to assist Sysmex Managed
Service customers with the management of their
pathology service. This includes custom data
analysis reports based on the requirements of
each individual customer, from workload trend
analysis, to training competency reporting, and
detailed reagent usage reports.

Bespoke Logistics
Our strong pedigree in the provision of logistics
services to the pathology sector has developed
through our unique Sysmex Logistics service.
Whether it is waste removal or the consolidation
of reagent and consumable deliveries from
multiple partner suppliers, we are able to provide
a unique logistics service that will simplify the
management of deliveries.
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Laboratory
Consultancy Services
Ensuring your pathology service evolves to meet the challenges of tomorrow.
LEAN Process Review

Accreditation Support

The demands placed upon pathology services in
the UK and Ireland are continually changing and
as such the way in which these services work
must continually evolve to face these challenges.
At Sysmex UK we support our Managed Service
customers through annual LEAN Process Reviews
that cover every aspect of the Service. Led by
our LEAN/6-Sigma trained workflow specialists,
these reviews identify processes within a
laboratory that are either inefficient or surplus
to requirement enabling a smoother and more
effective service to be delivered.

We recognise that the requirement to achieve
and maintain ISO 15189 accreditation places
significant pressure on laboratories. To assist
customers in this endeavour, we provide support
to our Managed Service customers by setting
up an accreditation steering committee to assist
with ensuring all relevant documentation is in
place to meet this challenge. By working with
partner suppliers under the Sysmex Managed
Service and the customer, the accreditation
steering committee works to ensure that all
elements of the pathology service are working to
the requisite standards required for accreditation.

Business
Expansion Services
Supporting the growth and development of your pathology service.
Commercial Support

Service Development

We provide commercial support to our Sysmex
Managed Service customers which includes
tender bid response support, the running of
mini competition procurement exercises for new
equipment, and business strategy development.
Experienced Sysmex Business Consultants
work with Sysmex Managed Service customers
throughout the contract to continually seek
opportunities to expand and grow the scope of
the contract where possible.

We work closely with our managed service
customers to identify opportunities to repatriate
send away tests and to novate services into
the Sysmex Managed Service to deliver further
efficiency savings. Technology Showcase days
allow partner suppliers to exhibit their latest
developments which can be forecast for inclusion
into the service through the Equipment Planning
and Investment Groups which we facilitate to
support the introduction of new technology.
These support services help to develop the scope
of the Managed Service and the services offered
to users by the laboratory.

Marketing Support
Sales and Marketing is an area of business that
Sysmex UK has a wealth of successful experience
in. Our marketing team, in conjunction with
our Business Consultants, support customers
to develop a marketing strategy that maximises
opportunities while identifying threats and
minimising them. Delivered through a series of
workshops, this approach helps Sysmex Managed
Services customers to develop their pathology
service into a marketable commodity.
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About Sysmex
Sysmex UK Ltd is the distributor and support network for Sysmex automated haematology and coagulation diagnostic analysers, reagents, information systems for
laboratories and healthcare facilities within the UK and Ireland. Sysmex Corporation is the global leader in systemisation, providing solutions to streamline and
improve the workflow of the busiest laboratories.
For further information please contact Sysmex UK by email info@sysmex.co.uk or phone 0870 902 9210. For product information please visit the Sysmex UK
website www.sysmex.co.uk
Sysmex House, Garamonde Drive, Wymbush, Miltion Keynes, MK8 8DF
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